
Are Pets Harming Your Health -Purify Home Air. 
If you own a pet, or are thinking of owning a pet, you need to know how pet dander can affect 
your family and friends. Many people suffer from pet dander sensitivity. Pet dander can spur 
asthma and other breathing problems, but can be removed when you purify home air. 

Pet dander is one of the most volatile substances for causing allergies and asthma. Purify home 
air to remove harmful pet dander to protect your friends and family. Different breeds of cats and 
dogs can produce various amounts of dander. Pet dander cannot be seen and can be hard to 
eliminate. According to WebMD, every single home in the U.S. has detectable traces of pet 
dander, whether a pet lives in the home or not. WebMD also says that 72% of American 
households have at least one cat or dog. In other words, if you are living in an apartment then the 
odds are that one or more of your close neighbors has a pet. So, whether you own a pet or not, 
you might be living with harmful pet dander which can cause asthma, allergies, or other 
respiratory issues. 

Are You at Risk? 

Even if you do not own a pet, and do not intend to own a pet, your home can still be infested 
with pet dander! Pet dander has a tendency to not only float through the air; it also can adhere to 
surfaces, such as clothing, and travel into your pet-less home. Pet dander is also stubborn. It can 
stay inside a home for up to six months after the pet is removed, and maybe even longer if the 
home is carpeted. 

Opening windows to air out a home still isn’t enough because the dander can travel through the 
fresh air and right into your open windows. In fact pet dander is so small that it can actually float 
in mid-air before finally settling onto furniture or other items in the home. Luckily you can 
remove pet dander, which can cause asthma, when you purify home air. 

Protect Your Friends and Family 

Whether or not you suffer from pet allergies personally, keep in mind that young children and 
older adults can be more susceptible to dander sensitivity. You also may find out the hard way 
that your friends are allergic to your pets. Think about how embarrassing it would be if you 
invited a group of friends over for a dinner party, only for them to experience swelling, itching, 
and sniffling instead of having fun. Asthma sufferers are very sensitive to pet dander, which can 
unfortunately cause asthma attacks. 

You can protect your guests by investing in a good system to purify home air which can remove 
harmful pet dander that causes allergies and asthma. Cleaning is typically not enough to remove 
pet dander. Dusting and vacuuming can kick the dander back up into the air. This creates a 
vicious cycle, but luckily there is something you can do. When you purify home air you can 
remove the pet dander from the air that you breathe in your home.  

What Can You Do? 

http://www.webmd.com/allergies/allergy-statistics


There are many home air purifiers that can remove pet dander. you can select features 
specifically to fit your needs. Search to find the right unit for you by following these helpful 
guidelines.  

• Smaller portable units would be ideal for apartments and rental homes. 
• You can purchase these smaller sized units so that you can have one in each room. 
• Home owners can invest is larger units that can be installed directly into the air and vent 

system for whole home protection. 
• When you are shopping for a system to purify home air to remove pet dander from the 

air in your home, choose one that has a good HEPA filter. 
• If you want to remove the pet dander from the air in your home, don’t leave it to chance, 

you must purify home air. 
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